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1.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this Unit you will be able to:


Defines and illustrates the concept of folklore and its components on the
tribal communities from the different regions of India



Understand the concept of oral tradition and the artistic nature of the tribals



Know tribal history and also in analysing and identifying the different tribal
cultures of India through the study of folklores, folk-art, music and dance.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Folklore is the reflection of one’s culture that brings to light the traditional beliefs,
myths, folktales, and practices of the people that have been passed through the
generations by word of mouth. Its studies can be used to compare societies on their
folk knowledge and culture that may further help in creating theories on origin,
migration, diffusion, etc. The term “folklore” was first coined by William John
Thomas, a British writer, in the year 1846. One of the most significant outcomes of
the coining of the term folklore by Thomas led to the establishment of folkloristic
academic discipline in many parts of the world. It has been derived from the German
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word Volklehre meaning “people’s customs”. W.J. Thomas was a British antiquarian
who came up with the term to discuss certain phrases such as "popular antiquities",
"the lore of the people", and "the manners, customs, observances, superstitions,
ballads, proverbs etc, of the olden times". Folklore is therefore an oral tradition that
expresses human culture and their living style through the local narratives and
linguistic conventions. Franz Boas, in fact, described oral stories as a form of native
ethnography that emphasis on points and ideas that are important to the native
themselves and that we can think of oral stories as a kind of culture-wide
autobiography.
Oral narratives are influenced by history although they may not be historically
accurate. Societies, particularly the tribal societies have an extremely rich oral
tradition and they take importance in preserving and propagating this oral tradition
through written literature without which, societies would have lost their oral
tradition. Both material and nonmaterial culture of tribal folk-art has an oral tradition
and is folk in character that has been transmitted from one generation to the other.
India is diverse in its culture and tradition with its many different ethnic groups and
their distinct language and religion. It is fascinating to know that four different
language families of the world are spoken in India namely, Indo-European,
Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman and Austro-Asiatic. They thus have a rich tradition of
anthropological research work since time immemorial. However, anthropological
work on oral tradition remained untouched for a long period of time and it was only
after mid 50’s that studies on oral tradition gained its popularity. This new interest in
the study of oral tradition developed when structuralism began to sweep
anthropological studies and this structuralism was primarily based on Levi-Strauss’
studies of primitive mythologies and oral traditions.
Indian Literature is considered to be one of earliest literatures of the world and the
first work of literature in the world is believed to be Rig Veda which was written in
Sanskrit, one of the oldest Indian languages. India with its numerous folklores and
mythologies that are filled with moral teachings are relevant even in today’s world.
Indian folk and tribal arts have always attracted people around the globe and their
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simplicity and authenticity and the story behind their arts have gained momentum
worldwide. The tribal populations in India are an integral part of Indian civilization.
They are seen mentioned even in Indian epics such as Ramayana and Mahabharata,
who were referred to as Jana, who differed in their physical appearance, worshipped
Gods other than the rest of the country, and lived in isolated regions. They are a
group of people who are socially and culturally different from their neighbours and
are being designated tribes and listed in a scheduled for special treatment by the
constitution of India. According to the imperial Gazetteer, tribal people is a
collection on families bearing a common name, speaking a common dialect,
occupying or professing to occupy a common territory and is not usually
endogamous though originally it might have been so. According to Andre Beteille,
in the Indian context, a tribe is best understood not by these discrete criteria but
rather by the position of a population vis-a-vis dominant ideologies and cultural
patterns.
A huge percentage of the Indian sub-continent consists of the tribal groups belonging
to Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic and Tibeto-Burman linguistic classification with a
multiplicity of dialects. The Dravidian groups mostly belong in the Southern zone,
the Austro-Asiatic in the central zone except some tribes like Oroan, the Khond and
the Gond, who speak Dravidian language, the Tibeto-Burman language in the NorthEast zone except the Khasi tribe who speak the Mon-Khmr, Austric speech. Most of
these tribal groups have their own dialect and some bilingualism and some have lost
their original language. They have a long history of oral tradition and most of them
lack scripts for their languages. It was only after independence that the history and
folklore of these tribal groups were properly reconstructed by academicians. Because
of their long history of oral tradition, this helped the researchers to built and
construct the history that had been neglected for a long time. All these tribal groups
scattered around the continent, mostly towards central and North-Eastern part of
India, have their own language, food habits, folklore, folk art and folk dances and
music that defines their unique identity. Vidyarthi and Rai (1985) in their book “the
tribal culture of India” mentioned that the tribes can be described by their language,
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race, their level of integration with rural folk to which they are connected, their
economy, their cultural pattern, and their level of education.
It is therefore important to understand the concept and importance of tribal folklore
and literature especially in a multi-lingual, diverse culture like India where tribal
society form a very high percentage of the total population. Folklore studies also
showcase the artistic nature of the tribals and their intellect quality that can be
predicted from their lifestyle and culture.
1.2 THE BEGINNING OF FOLKLORE STUDIES IN INDIA
The study of folklore in India underwent three major phases. Initially, it was the
British administrators in India who initiated the study of the local culture with their
aim to rule the people of the country. After which came the missionaries who wanted
to learn the local language for their missionary purpose. In the beginning, various
cultural studies including Sanskritic and ethnographic studies was an important
discipline known as Indology and folklore studies was also an important part of this
discipline. Brief articles on folklores were seen in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society of Bengal and the Indian Antiquary founded in 1874 as well as the Journal of
the Anthropological Society of Bombay founded in 1886. These Christian
missionaries as well as the British administrators, fascinated by the cultural diversity
and complexity of the country, took interest in recording all kinds of information on
the local people such as their life style, rituals, oral traditions, customs, etc. Their
enter to the country stimulated many useful writings about the people and their
culture that was of immense help for their own purpose in the country as well as to
the study of folklore even to this day. Although the British administrators did a fair
job in collecting information on the folk materials, many neglected the study on the
tribal groups of India. It was Verrier Elwin who religiously studied the tribal people
and their oral culture especially on the tribals of the North-East Frontier Agency. His
work among these neglected people not only dug up the long history of extremely
rich oral tradition but also brought the British administrators into attention for the
welfare of these tribals. The last phase was the initiative by the people within the
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country post-independence. Ample of individual researchers and institutes started
looking deeper into the study of their own culture by trying to explore their age long
myths, epics, legends, art, etc. whose purpose was also to preserve their identity. The
study of folklores thus started growing in the country which led to the openings of
many folklore departments in institutes and universities. The study of folklore was
further strengthened by Finnish folklorist Lauri Honko and Peter J. Claus of
American folklore who conducted their field work on Epic of Siri which influenced
the Indian folklorists to the study of folklore with refinement.
1.3 COMPONENTS OF FOLKLORE
1.3.1 Folk Literature
The tribals are artistic by nature that can be seen from the tribal folk literature. They
express their artistic nature in them through their thoughts, merry-making, dancing,
hunting, frustrations, emotions, etc. that are included in folktales, myths, legends,
riddles, proverbs, folksongs, prose and verse narratives, etc. Most of these types of
folk literature are in spoken language, although some have been recorded in written
form. The folktales, myths and legends are in prosaic order while the folksongs,
riddles, proverbs are in folk poetry form. Folktales are regarded as an unwritten
record of tribal history and are different from myths and legends. The tribal myths
include stories about the origin of the universe, Gods, man and even animals. They
also dwell on extraordinary natural phenomena such as spirits, magic, life after dead,
etc. The tribals bring out their intellectual thoughts in the form of myths and can be
classified into functional and cosmogonic myths. Functional myths are those that
talks about happenings from normal everyday life such as social activities, customs
and traditions, rituals, etc. On the other hand, cosmogonic myths are those that are
related to cosmic phenomena such as creation of universe, earth, sun, moon, stars,
thunder, etc. Legends, on the other hand, are considered to be historically true. They
tell stories that involve heroic figures, historic places, events, etc. As mentioned in
Russel and Hiralal (1916), among the Gonds in central India, mention is made on the
Gondvana land popularly known to be the abode of Gond kings who gained his
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popularity because of the long oral history and folklore on their supremacy over
central India who challenged the Mughals and the Britishers in different times and
places.
The tribal folklore studies in the north-eastern Himalayan region were started by the
British administrators such as Hougton, Damant and Anderson during the 19th
century. Verrier Elwin (1902-1964) collected stories about the tribes from Arunachal
Pradesh which he later published in the form of two books. Also, scholars like
Goswami, Rangamathu, Brahma, later took up the study on myths of Abor and Naga
tales, tales on Garos, Bodo folk songs respectively during the 1950’s and 1960’s.
Since then, various other tribal studies, both foreign and native scholars, have been
taken up from this part of the region.
Nagaland consists of 16 major tribes and each tribe differ in their culture and
tradition. Songs and folklores are an integral part of these people’s life and form a
major component of their traditional society. Naga society consists of an array of
folktales, each having their distinctive meanings and are morally oriented that are
taken as examples in their daily lives till date. Their folktales have their own
philosophical meanings like the other tribal groups in India. Among the Naga tribals,
an institution of youth dormitory called morung, was a place where young people
gathered in the evening to share stories, sing and dance. It was an important
institution for the people that helped in the origin, development and transmission of
tribal folklore. Figure (1) shows a typical morung belonging to a tribal group from
Peren village in Nagaland, North-East India. On the front are skulls of animals hung
around that were butchered by the village folks. Also, carving and painting of human
form and structure are seen on the wooden door.
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Fig 1: A morung(youth dormitory) located in Peren village, Nagaland
A popular myth on the creation of the earth is well-known among the Ao tribal
group from Nagaland, North-East India. According to the myth, Lichaba was the
only creator of earth and everything therein. In the beginning, as he was creating and
designing the Naga area, a sea beetle reported the God that enemies were
approaching to destroy the area. After hearing this, Lichaba hurriedly moulded the
place and left to defend the place, and that is why, Nagaland is today hilly and
mountainous, for which Lichaba God is held responsible. Also, among the Khasis of
Meghalaya, a popular myth is told about why the moon shines in the darkness of the
night, as a result of the ash flung at the moon by the sun.
The existence of lycanthrope is an important phenomenon in many tribal societies.
Again, among the Nagas, this existence has been known since time immemorial and
rumour has it that, even in the recent days, there is existence of the so called “tigerman”. Its existence in the society is more common among the Yimchunger tribe in
Tuensang District of Nagaland. The existence of tiger-man in Naga society was first
reported by Davis in1891 that was later supported by many other researchers such as
Hutton in 1919 and Mills in 1926.Tiger-man is known to possess some supernatural
powers and their spirit is believed to be in the form of a tiger. Sometimes, they
disappear and return after attaining certain powers. This tiger-man can be either a
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male or a female and live a normal life. A detailed description on the tiger-man can
be read in the book written by Jamir and Lanunungsang in 2005.
Many tribal communities also believe in supernatural existence amidst them and that
most of their folktales are based on this being. Khasis, a tribal group from
Meghalaya, North-East India, has a storytelling tradition that goes back to the time
of their creation of myths. Most of these myths and folktales have philosophical
thoughts and are invested with symbolic significance and moral lessons. The myth of
Ren and the River Nymph among the Khasis talks about how man and beast spoke
the same language, and God and fairies still frequented the human world. Many
other similar stories can be found in a book “Khasi Legends” written by Nongkynrih
(2007). One common supernatural myth among the tribals from Arunachal Pradesh
is that, the earth rests on the head of a great creature. The tribes in Arunachal
Pradesh like the Apatanis have an extremely rich oral tradition that lived for a very
long time without any permanent religious structure, a script, or written records. A
recent book written by Blackburn in 2008 on the tribes of Apatani valley is a
comparative book that gives detailed information on the oral tradition and culture of
this tribal book.
One important characteristic of folklore is that, the forms may remain the same while
the functions differ. Likewise, in some other kinds of folklore, the function may
remain the same, if not identical, and the forms differ. Among the Oraon and Munda
tribal groups, a work-song sung during paddy plantation may help them work better
and synchronize their efforts at the field. This same song may have a different
function, where, the children at Dhumkuria sing for entertainment. Therefore, as
Vidyarthi and Rai (1985) have mentioned, it is not possible to predict the associated
contextual function of folklore from the form alone. Some tribal groups also bear the
meaning of man behind the name of the tribe ie., Munda and Ho both means man.
Much tribal folklore is seen to be affected to a large extend by nature and hence,
many of their folktales and folksongs are based on their habitation in the forest and
their relationship with the deities and forest. One such illustration is that of the Ho
tribal group where, a tribal man who was possessed by a spirit runs to a spot in a
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jungle nearby along with villagers, which is considered as the haunt of the spirit,
singing a song welcoming the spirit to take up the abode on the tree. Similar stories
are seen among the tribal groups of Mundari, Oraons, and so on.
Mention on the tribal groups such as Munda, Oraon, Santhal, and Ho in Bihar, in
central India, on their folklores were first made by British administrators and
missionaries in the 19th century. Local scholars such as Mitra (1922, 1928) and Roy
(1916) were the first to conduct research work on the folklore of these groups. Elwin
did exhaustive and systematic work among the tribals of Orissa (1954), Madhya
Pradesh (1937-1949) and Rajasthan (1949). He studied on the myths and folktales of
these tribals and published in a number of books and articles. The 62 tribal
communities of Orissa have their own distinctive culture. They differ in their house
types, socio-economic organizations, dress and ornaments, festivals, arts, dance and
music, language and folklore. Among these tribals, there are hunting and food
gathering Birhors, Bondos and Kharias; swidden cultivators like the Juangs, Lanjia
Saoras and Kutia Kondhs; settled cultivators in the plains like the Gonds, Santals,
Oraons, Mundas and the Kisans. The Santals, Oraons, Juangs and Gadabas are
famous for their songs and dances that have become their integral part of life. A
detailed study on the folklore of tribal communities in Orissa can be seen in the book
authored by Patnaik (2002),
1.3.2 Folk art:
Another component known as folk art includes the tribal paintings, carvings, wood
and metal crafts, garments with tribal prints and decorations, tattooing,
ornamentations, etc. These forms of folk art could be fundamentally related to
ritualistic, utilitarian and individualistic types. In fig (2) are seen some metal and
brass crafts put in display for purchase. These figures depict the instruments used in
folk music among the tribals from Orissa. Aside from that, we also see various
jewelleries of modern designs. All these show their artistic nature and how they have
invested their talent for economic purpose.
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Fig 2: Folk art popularly seen in Orissa, Bhubaneswar
The tribes in South India also comprise a significant number of the total population.
Tamil Nadu has two thousand years of recorded literary history, but, the first work
on the tribes such as Todas and Kotas were initially done by Emaneau (1938-65) and
Smith (1948) who collected folkloric materials. Todas are a fascinating tribal group
in Tamil Nadu who are popular for their artistic house designs with ornate motifs.
The Kotas and Irulas are also well-known for their handicrafts and agriculture. The
other tribal groups in South India also vary considerably in their culture from a tea
and coffee cultivator society to milk production society to societies that practice
witchcraft.
Among some tribal groups from Nagaland, namely Konyaks, Yimchungers, etc.
ornaments, particularly neck gear, are designed and crafted in the form of animated
human head that depicts the number of enemy heads they hunted during war time.
Also, skulls of animals are kept both inside and outside the houses as a token of their
heroic deeds by killing the animals. Another form of art popular among the Marias
of Bastar is the wood-carving that is related to religious activity. Among the Saoras,
their wall painting depicts the adventures of the spirits of the unseen world. Also,
among some of the tribal Indians, stones and wooden sculptures are considered as a
deity and are worshipped by the tribal folks. Offerings are a common activity of the
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tribal people. And these offerings and sacrifices are normally practised to please the
Gods and spirits. In some parts of the tribal areas, sacrifices of figures in the shape of
animals such as pigs, horses, bulls, elephants, etc. are the most common. These
figures are either carvings from wood and brass or made of terracotta.
Another artistic form of folk art is found in the clothes and ornaments they wear that
are made locally by the tribals. Weaving is an indigenous form of making clothes
and the dye they use for colours are locally prepared. Geometric shapes, popularly
known as Aztec prints in today’s world, are also very popular among the tribals.
These geometric representations may hold no sympathetic relation with the external
form of life and some simple lines and shapes on a wooden or stone base cansimply
represent a village deity. Among the Nagas, tattoos with these similar geometric
designs are found popularly among the elderly people in the village that symbolises
certain meanings. These markings on the body are commonly found on the leg, arms,
chest, forehead and chin. Figure (3) shows a Naga woman from Anatonger village in
Kiphire district with tattoo on her face in geometrical design. Figure (4) also shows a
Naga man from Phuvkiu village under Kiphire district in Nagaland wearing a tattoo
on the chest.

Fig 3: A Naga woman with tattooed face

Fig 4: A Naga man with tattoo on the chest

Certain section of Kondh tribe is also very popular for tattooing on their face. Today,
these geometric designs are very popular in the fashion industry and are in vogue
without holding any symbolic meanings as in the past. These tribal skills and
expertise in the textile industries are helping the tribals economically. Some of the
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most popular tribal communities in this industry are found in the North-Eastern
region and other Himalayan tribes. Also, weaving mats, baskets, etc. with dried
leaves of date palm are popular among the tribals. In most cases, houses are made of
thatch and the walls are prepared from weaved bamboo splits which is commonly
found in the Naga villages. Bamboo is richly available in Nagaland and the products
created from bamboos are popular not only among the local people but has also
gained exposure worldwide. Painting, sculpturing, clay modelling is also found
among the tribal communities. Sometimes, certain similar art form may have
different meanings to different tribal groups. Among the Santals, wall paintings are
done for decorative purpose but among the Saoras, it is done for ritual purposes.
1.3.3 Folk music and dance
Folk music and dance are characteristics in tribal life and culture that form a
composite whole. Normally, the music and dances are accompanied by songs and the
verses in the songs are short but are repeated multiple times when singing. In certain
occasions, dancing to the tune of these folk songs and music is a good source of
entertainment as these folk tunes are normally lively and catchy. Among the tribals,
the dances are of different types and are classified according to the occasion. The
most common are the war and hunt dance, sacred dance and social dance. These
different folk dances are accompanied by folksongs, each carrying deep meanings
that reflect the past life. There are songs of victory, war, love, honour, glory,
worship, rituals, festivals such as cultivation, etc. Also, the folk songs are based on
their traditional beliefs and practices incorporating numerous mythological names of
places and people. This form of art is symbolic and it represents the life of their
ancestors, of their feelings, thoughts, activities, etc.
The Nagas are a patrilineal form of society and each tribe has their own distinctive
clans that are hereditary and can be identified from the title or surnames. Among the
Ao Nagas, there are certain folksongs that can be sung only by certain clans.
Likewise, traditional attire especially Mekhala, a locally weaved sarong that are
colourful and decorated with designs that are symbolic, are to be worn according to
one’s clan. Also, there are certain Mekhalas that are worn according to the social
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status among the Ao women folk. It is interesting to note that folksongs are sung in
Mongsen dialect, although the common dialect for communication is Chungli.
Again, there are certain folksongs and dances that are performed only among certain
villages, each with their deep meanings and connotations. In the past, folk songs
were the best means of communication where they could express their feelings
better. Marital dances are very popular among the Nagas. The folkdance and song
that well defines them are the ones that are related to headhunting. Other tribal
communities that perform war dances are Garos of Meghalaya, Bhils, Oraons and
other tribes of Chotanagpur. Hunter dances are popular among the Tharus of the
Himalayas, the Khonds of Orissa, Jaintias of Meghalaya, the Malavetans, etc. In this
type of dance, the tribals try to imitate the hunting scenario, where, they try to hunt
and kill the animal and in some dances, they mimic the animal being hunted. These
types of dances are fascinating as they depict the hunter and gatherer lifestyle of the
tribals and also their heroic deeds by slaughtering wild animals using locally made
arms.
In a popular performing art known as change dance among the Bhuinyas and the
Juangs of North Orissa, boys and girls take their respective roles, where, boys sing
and play the music by playing the changu and girls, on the other hand, dance to the
music in front of the boys by interlocking their arms and moving about forward and
backward. One common feature of the tribal folkdance is the interlocking of arms
and moving sideways or back and forth. Some of the common instruments that are
used for performing folk music by the tribals are flute, cymbol, gong, wooden
drums, changu (a single membrane drum), etc.
Other type of dance popular among the tribal are the sacred and social dances. The
sacred dances are associated with worship and rituals. This dance involves
worshipping something sacred by dancing around that particular item according to
the occasion they are performing their dance for. Social dances are commonly
associated with seasonal festivals that are mostly agriculture and cultivation based
where, people dance around a tree or crops praying to the Gods and spirits for good
harvest. There are also other social dances such as marriage, seasonal festivals,
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funerals, etc. The social dances are still prevalent in the recent days among some
tribal groups, although, it has been altered and more of an entertainment and
merrymaking.

1.4 LET US SUM UP
India, with its diverse culture, has always been an important subject of study from a
holistic view. The tribals who constitute a large population of the Indian total
population are one major attraction of the country because of their uniqueness and
simple yet creative nature. With very rich oral tradition of the tribals, folklore
reflects their culture to a great measure that brings solidarity and continuity among
the tribal people. In the recent times, many of these folk songs and dances, rituals,
ceremonies, etc are no longer in practise as a result of the impact of Christianity
among some of the tribal communities especially in the North-Eastern region of the
country. However, the importance of the past practices is still honoured in many
tribal communities and most of these myths and folktales have philosophical
thoughts that are often referred to in our daily lives because of their significant moral
lessons. These past practices and culture that has been passed on from one
generation to the other by the word of mouth are being reconstructed and preserved
in the form of written literature. Various scholars and professionals have been
studying the Indian tribal people and their culture for a long time especially after
Independence to preserve the material and non-material culture of the tribal India
before they slowly disappear from the people and society.

1.5 KEY WORDS
Folklore
Proverbs
Narratives
Oral Stories
Song
Dance
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1.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS


Defines the concept of folklore and its components on the tribal
communities?



Explain tribal oral tradition?



Elaborate tribal music and dance from different regions of India?
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2.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this Unit you will be able to:


understand the definition of etiological tales;



comprehend the different features of etiological tales; and



Realize the historical, social, religious, and cultural values propagated in
them.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The word etiology is an explanation of how things came to be or the way they are or
were at a given time and condition. It can be seen in the stories of creation, the origin
of man and the development and growth of plants and animals. This word etiology is
taken from Late Latin and Greek word aetiologia meaning “cause description” or the
explanations of occurrences in the world. It has also been used in a number of other
fields like medicine when the causes of certain diseases are referred to.
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In the study of folklore, the term etiology is applied to the accounts of incidences in
narrative form. To these definitions belong belief tales, folktales, myths and legends.
Any narrative or story belongs to several kinds of definitions or genres. It also
depends highly on the intention of the narrator or the story’s function is very
important. Hence, a traditional account of how things happen and how a thing
originated is taken extremely seriously by both the narrator and the listener.
We can broadly define etiological tales as being religious-sacred or mythological
and historical that includes legends, history and historical anecdotes. The narratives
could largely be didactic having a high moralistic flavor. Stith Thompson has
classified the bulk of the etiological themes as mythological. Some of the common
motifs that occur in the etiological tales are origin of the creator, origin of the
demigods, origin of particular places, origin of mental and moral characteristics, etc.
Some of the etiological tales may cross over to other tale types. Some of them are
the animal tales, such as “why dogs chase hare” or “why the sea is salty?” etc. We
will now look at some broad definitions of etiological tales. As discussed earlier,
etiological tales can be many such as beliefs, folktales, legends or myths. The next
few sections will discuss them in detail.

2.2 HISTORICAL THEMES IN ETIOLOGICAL TALES
Folklore primarily focuses on the collective memory or the recollection of a social
group in historical times. It thus also deals with the collective memory of human
actions and experiences and also tries to explain historical occurrences. We can say
that etiological tales have strong historical connotations. Each geographical region
has its own rich tradition. Etiological tales are often connected to the regional history
about certain places. To a large extent it explains the cultural origins of any
geographical area.
The etiological oral narratives reveal several major historical anecdotes and facts that
get manifested in various forms of folklore like songs and dances. Kerala, a rich and
diverse state of India has several such etiological tales that define many strong
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historical origins of the state. One such tale is that of Parasurama. This deals with the
origin of Kerala. There are some major historical books such as Keralolpathi in
Malyalam which talk about the coronation of the kings. We also understand through
this text that Kerala extended from Kanyakumari to Gokarnam.
In the Keralolpathi, there are references to the origins of the performing ritualistic art
Sanghakali. It is said that during the reign of the king Pallibana Perumal, a few
Buddhists visited him and spoke of their principles. Believing them, he ordered his
people to follow Buddhism. The Brahmins, hence, gathered in the Thrikkariyoor
temple and discussed their problem of people turning towards another religion. A
sage Maharshi Jangaman advised them to follow certain ritualistic practices with the
recitation of holy verses or mantras. They were asked to light a lamp, recite the
mantra and go around a lamp.
When they did so for 41 days, there appeared six sages, Bhattacraya, Bhattabana,
Bhattavijaya, BhattaMayoora, Bhatta Gopala and Bhatta Narayana. The Brahmins
accompanied by these wise people went to the king and challenged the Buddhists for
a debate. It is said that if the Brahmins or the sastris were defeated, they were ready
for their tongues to be cut and themselves to be banished. If the Buddhists failed they
were to endure the same. Thus in the debate, the Buddhists were vanquished. Since
then the people began to believe that going around a lit oil lamp, reciting the mantra
is propitious to overcome dangers. This legend thus attributes to the origin of
Sanghakali.
We can also see that many folk words and proverbs have etiological origins that are
based on some historical anecdotes. Language mirrors life and it projects the life,
customs, likes and dislikes of the people. Many languages bear fact to this. For
example, during the French revolution (1749) an instrument called guillotine was
used to behead the criminals, the enemies of the revolution by the descending stroke
of a heavy blade. This word is used in several of ways which means drastic rule or
closure for shortening discussion. The Russian revolutionaries used the word
intelligentsia in 1917 to denote the cultured and intellectual classes of the Russian
society.
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Similarly many English proverbs also have their roots in historical anecdotes. For
example, the proverb “the die is cast” means an irrevocable step has been taken. This
was uttered by Julius Caesar while he was crossing the River of Ruben. It was a law
in the Roman Empire that a general would not be allowed to enter Rome after
crossing the River of Ruben without the permission of the Senate. But the proud and
stubborn Caesar broke the law and entered Rome through force. Caesar was thus
appointed the consul for his whole life. These words of the general have thus
become a proverb.
Many such instances can also be seen in our Indian languages. In Bengali the phrase,
mager mulluk is used to explain a lawless country. From the end of the 16th century
to the 17th century the notorious Mag murderers were very active in upper Assam
and southern Bengal. They committed abduction, rape of women, plundering and
murder without any hesitation or scruples. WhenAssam had no monarch the Mags of
Burma invaded the country and tyrannized the people. This made the lawless
condition of the country very miserable. The phrase mager mulluk hence originates
from the mag invaders.
Similarly, we are also familiar with the Hindi word kalapani (meaning banishment)
that has a historical explanation. The deep ocean was always out of bounds in the
Hindu scriptures. If any one crossed the waters he had to expiate for his sins. Even in
the early period of the nineteenth century, the Hindus had to atone for their sins if
they went to England. The meaning of Kalapani was either crossing the seas or the
banishment of the offender beyond the seas during the British regime.
Even certain kinds of folk foods have historical connotations. For instance, we can
see this in the famous and popular dish Mughlai Parantha. This thin bread fried in
clarified butter has its origin in the courts of the Mughals and this has become the
symbol of luxurious cuisine.
The origin of several tribes also has strong etiological connotations. We can see this
in the tribes of Nilgiris in India. The main tribes belonging to these regions are the
Todas, Kotas, Kurumbas and Irulas. The Todas are pastoral people and they move in
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search of grazing land within the Nilgiri hills. Their life style is associated with
mountains, rivers, forests and buffaloes. They believe that Toda people and their
buffaloes were created by the god Ayan. Their gods of the mountains and rivers are
said to reside on selected Nilgiri peaks. A legend says that Goddess The kershi
attended the funeral rites of the death of the first Toda.
Kotas are an artisan community. They are experts in working with fire, wood and
iron for manufacturing various goods. They have many legends and myths about
their ancestors. A Kota myth says that, some centuries ago when the Bagada people
were taking refuge in the Nilgiri Hills from the oppressions of Tipu Sultan, the Kota
in order to protect them, got themselves occupied in different regions of the Nilgiris,
and subsequently smaller units in each unit merged together and seven villages were
established.
A Kota legend views that the Kota, the Toda and the Kurumba were real brothers
and they were the earliest inhabitants of the Nilgiri hills. These three, as the legend
goes, were created from the three drops of god’s (Kambatrayn) perspiration. Their
separation took place when god asked them what they wanted; one of them said,
“Give me the talent of art” and he became a Kota, who later proved to be an able
blacksmith, musician, hunter, potter, rope and umbrella maker; another said, “Give
me buffaloes who can be my friends, relative and savior”, and he became a Toda
dairy-man; and the third said, “Give me the power to destroy those whom I do not
like”, and the third brother who became a Kurumba, possessing powers of sorcery
and black magic that the other two dreaded.

2.3 BELIEF TALES
Folk narratives exist in the context of telling and the questions of belief in it. The
folk genres in etiological tales can become confusing and overlapping but many of
them have belief as being the main contextual element. They are often stories about
the supernatural (like ghost stories).Many of these etiological tales relieves anxiety,
like the stories of reincarnation and reassures a person about after life.
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This often helps a person to cope up with death and loss.
Sometimes the unknown and the mysterious are also explained in belief tales. Here
given below is a case study of how the fruit tree of the owa plant always ripens at a
particular time of the year. In passing it also explains how the jackal and the tiger
have got the reddish spots. Let us now look at the case study of a belief tale.
2.3.1 Case study
(Reference: Folktales from India, edited Brenda Beck, Peter Claus, Paphulladutta
Goswami and Jawaharlal Handoo, 1987, 289)
In the month of March, locally called Phagun, the sun is rather hot. One day during
this month, a deer was resting in the shade of an ow tree. As it was standing there, an
ow fruit happened to drop on its back. This startled the deer and it ran off. While
running away, it knocked the nest of a weaver bird off its branch. The startled bird
flew away and sat on the head of a stork. The stork lost its scalp and having been
startled, flew away and sat on the hole of a crab. The crab pinched the tiger’s tail,
and the beast again began to run. But soon, the tiger met a jackal. The latter inquired
what the matter was. The tiger explained, “I just sat over there and something bit
me.” The jackal said, “What could have bitten you, I wonder? Come let us go back
and investigate carefully.
The tiger had now become so scared that he would not go back. So the jackal said,
“Let us both go together. Come, we will tier our tails together with a rope of thatch
so that one does not leave other.” The tiger agreed to the plan and the two of them
wet back together. The tiger showed the jackal how it had sat down. The crab,
however, again pinched his tail hard and the tiger ran away again. But the jackal was
tied to him and was dragged over the rough ground. The jackal soon lost its life, and
blood began to spurt from its body. Those parts of the jackal and the tiger on which
the blood fell turned reddish and the other parts remained dark.
Soon afterwards, the birds and the beasts of the forest called a meeting and took up
the matter of the jackal’s death. The animals now addressed the tiger and asked,
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“Why did you kill the jackal?” The tiger laid the blame on the crab, saying it had
pinched him. When the crab was asked why it had pinched the tiger it said, “The
tiger sat on my hole.” The tiger then explained that it had sat there because a stork
had frightened it. The stork said that the weaver bird had sat on its head and that it
had lost its scalp. The weaver bird explained that the deer had knocked off is nest
and frightened it. And the deer said that it had been startled because an ow fruit had
dropped on its back as it rested in the shade of the tree. The animals now decided to
lay the blame on the ow tree. This was the verdict of the assembly: In the month of
March your fruits will drop at the slightest breeze.” Since then ow fruits have always
dropped from their branches at this time of the year.
There are many beliefs about the origin of the Rajputs in India. Supernatural
occurrences are credited to the existence of them. The origin of the Rajputs, the
Agniculas, the Chalukyas and the Parmaras, have divine antecedents. The
miraculous development of them was to prove that they were not born in any
ordinary circumstances. It is said that great disorder existed in the region of
Rajasthan that needed the emergence of strong men. In this stage of crisis, where
sacred books were being destroyed and mankind was being attacked, sage
Visvamitra determined to create the Rajputs.
He thus chose the mountain of Abu where he performed a religious rite. There he,
along with other sages, had pleaded with the god Vishnu, the preserver of the world.
It is believed that a fire pit was prepared at the top of the mountain and a image of
grass was made, it was sprinkled with water and thrown into the pit. An incantation
was also pronounced.
A figure is said to have emerged out of the pit, holding a mace in the hand, and
saying “Marmar.” This man was thus called Parmar. Brahma, the god of creation
made another image and threw it in the pit and another figure emerged with a sword.
He was named the Chalukya or the Solanki. The pratihars were also created in the
similar manner. The fourth hero was brought into existence in the same way and was
called the Chouhans. These four heroes became the progenitors of the principle races
of the Rajputs. They were also called the Agnikulas as they were born out of fire.
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Belief tales often talk about the birth of principalities and kingdoms. This can be
made clear from the following example. The small principality of the Jhalawar, in a
region in Kota are said to have acquired their powers from a goddess. It is held that
in the last quarter of the 13th century, Keshari Singh Jhala was in the service of the
Solanki king of Gujarat. One goddess is said to have appeared before him and asked
him to marry her. She produced four sons and before she departed, she said that she
should be worshipped as their family deity.
One day, when he was cooking his meals in a cremation ground, a ghost appeared
before him which resulted in a conflict, in which the ghost was subdued. This
pleased the ghost who promised to help Keshari Singh whenever he needed him
most.
Keshari Singh then entered into the service of the Nawab of Junagarh,who was
pleased with his capacities and promised to grant him as much of land as he could
cover in one night. Keshari Singh now remembered his ghost friend, whothen lifted
him on his shoulders and carried him around 360 villages. Keshari Singh, hence
became the chief of the area and established the town known as Jhalawar.
Besides belief tales many legends are also a part of the etiological narrative, let us
now discuss it in the next section.

2.4 LEGENDS AS ETIOLOGICAL NARRATIVES
Legends are short, oral prose narratives that is largely non fictional. For the common
man, it is often seen as a lie or something that is not true. We have many categories
of legends that are available to us. Often, we come across heroic legends in which
long epic poems are composed using traditional motifs. These legends talk about a
fictional hero, and as seen in the previous section, their miraculous origins and
supernatural powers make them powerful.
We also have many folk legends which share religious characters. It talks about
unusual, extra normal phenomena from the point of view of the ordinary world. We
have many legends that have etiological bearings. Many legends try to explain the
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growth or the origin of many environmental features or many customs. The
following case study is one such example of a legend.
Here, the origin of an intoxicating drink in the region of Gujarat has been explained.
This is popular among the Rathwa Bhils, a tribal community, living near the Baroda
hills of Gujarat. These people are known for the preparation of alcohol.
Case study (Reference: Folktales from India, edited Brenda Beck, Peter Claus,
Paphulladutta Goswami and Jawaharlal Handoo, 1987, 285)
There once lived a carpenter who was very skilled at his trade. He was also a very
clever man, and no one was able to deceive him. As the carpenter grew old, he
realized that the time would come soon when the god of death would take him to
some faraway place. The carpenter planned for this day by going into the forest and
cutting down a large tree. The trunk of this tree was very bulky, and with his special
instruments, he was able to carve a large hollow inside it. He then designed a kind of
door for this secret cavity, so it could be closed at will. Once the door was closed, no
trace remained of the empty space inside.
One day, the god of death came to fetch the carpenter, just as this man had
anticipated. The artisan then told his visitor about the hollow he had carved inside
the trunk of a tree. His guest expressed an interest in seeing this special achievement.
The carpenter was eager to oblige and soon asked the god of death to climb into the
hollow so that he could see its full extent properly. As the visitor entered, however,
the carpenter quickly shut the door. Once it was closed, of course, no one could tell
the hole was there. In this way, the carpenter succeeded in imprisoning the god of
death in his secret cave.
The carpenter was very pleased with his trick and delighted with the results.
Furthermore, he took great care never to tell anyone about his achievement. He also
did not point out to others that people on earth were not dying. Meanwhile, however,
the relatives of the god of death noticed his absence. They soon went to Bhagwan,
the almighty, to complain. They pointed out that the god of death had gone to fetch
man on earth but had not returned. Bhagwan tried his best to trace the movements of
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this missing divinity, but all attempts failed to locate him. After a while the almighty
became dejected. He lost faith in his ability to ever recover the god of death. Again
his relatives appealed. They began to cry and lament the loss of a close family
member. Furthermore, the earth was becoming overcrowded with human beings.
Soon there would be no place for people to live happily anymore. Many hideous
crimes were being committed by men made desperate by overcrowding.
The almighty now became more and more worried about the absence of the god of
death. He was also worried about how to punish criminals. Then, suddenly one day,
a thought sprang into Bhagwan’s mind. He now took some mahua flowers in a big
pot, boiled them, and subsequently prepared a special drink. This drink would
intoxicate any man who partook of it and cause him to lose control of himself. Then
the almighty descended to earth with his pot and offered his drink to everyone he
could find. Those who drank it became very talkative and expressed their thoughts
freely. People enjoyed the drink enormously. Finally the carpenter came to hear
about this potion and expressed an interest in tasting it. Bhagwan handed him some
which he drank with eagerness. Thus, the carpenter also became intoxicated and
began to talk. He soon lost his control of mind and expressed his most secret
thoughts while the almighty listened attentively. He began to brag saying, “You,
almighty, don’t know who I am. Do not try to open my cave, because if you do I will
imprison you!”
Bhagwan took up the challenge and said to the carpenter,” How would you imprison
me?” The carpenter then opened the door of this cave and Bhagwan watched closely.
As soon as the mouth of the cavity opened the god of death leapt out. He was half
dead from suffocation, but the almighty soon revived him. The great lord then took
the carpenter away to the land of the dead. Next, Bhagwan himself taught the people
of the Rathwa community in Gujarat to prepare his drink properly for human
consumption. The use of the lord’s intoxicating drink has enabled people to better
prepare for death.
Hence, the above case study shows the subjective nature of this etiological legend
that appeals to the personal concerns about the average people and reports things that
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are baffling and could happen to anyone while doing their everyday chores. This
legend concerns us and there are no heroic figures. The purpose of this etiological
tale is to inform, explain, teach and advise us.
In an etiological legend often the construction of the narrative begins informally and
often can find approvals or disapprovals around it. We can find several instances of
these kinds of etiological legends in chronicles, annals, travelogues and literay works
and are not only found in oral communications.
As discussed above we can see that etiological tales can have historical significance,
beliefs based on some supernatural powers or mythological or based on certain
myths. The next section will discuss the myths as etiological tales.

2.5 MYTHS AS ETIOLOGICAL TALES
Etiological myths, as defined by Dundes, can be said to be prose narratives, which,
in the society in which they are told, are considered to be truthful accounts of what
has happened in the remote past. They are accepted as a part of the faith and are
often having some sacred roots. They are hence strongly related to religion and
ritual. Many of these myths account for the origin of the world, of mankind of death.
They might also explain in details the origins of many rituals and ceremonies.
Many people consider myths to have some authenticity and truth in it. This is also a
symbolic expression and creation. It also gives expression to common religious
values and consolidates them. This, hence mirrors society and social structure. Let us
now consider an example. Many etiological myths try to explain the creation of the
world. This example is from Nagaland. The people of Nagaland are composed of
different tribes, almost being twenty of them, each having their own language and
dialect. They have migrated from the south east Asia to the jungles of north east
India.
Many of these westward movements was arrested by well organized Hindu
kingdoms. Most of the Naga people believe that their creator-god (Lijaba) has an
anthropomorphic form. In the following etiological tale it is said how this creator
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made the land of the Nagas imperfect, while he carefully carved out the land of
others.
It is said that Lijaba created the world. At first he worked slowly and carefully,
making even broad even valleys and plains. As soon as he worked on Nagaland, a
cockroach came and told him that he was to be attacked by enemies. Lijaba, in his
haste and hurry, jumbled together a large number of hills and valleys, and did not
smooth them down. This explains why Nagaland has steep mountains and cliffs,
unlike the plains in the Bhramaputra valley.
Many myths have common motifs like the separation of the earth and sky. It also
talks about the creation of the earth from a cosmic egg and talks about the primitive
condition of the universe. For example, in Polynesia it is believed that the sky lay
over the earth in the beginning and all creation lived in utter darkness. The earth and
the sky embraced each other firmly and their off springs were caught in the narrow
space between the parents bosoms. Thus embracing each other the parents continued
to produce off springs. Among the Khasis, in India, it is believed that the sky and the
earth lay close together by a navel strong. This talks about the sky as an offspring of
the earth.
Etiological myths are thus, a creation of the gods, a religious account of the creation
of the world. It, explains fundamental deeds which results in the formation of the
world, nature and its cultural and sociological features. It often recounts the creative
time of god and tries to establish some world order. It is often taken to have some
kind of religious sanction.
The characters perform heroic deeds and creative acts. It is possible to obtain a
uniform explanation of the world. It tries to create a great beginning to all human
activity and describe important aspects of human life.

2.6 LET US SUM UP
Etiological tales show some kind of cultural, sociological, historical and religious
beginnings. It describes the origins in a sacred and divine sense and is embodied in
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the folklore of the people. This can be seen across culturally and time periods. They
have metaphors for the actions of humans and gods and often mirror culture and
society. It often has religious roots and does not vanish with the complexity of
human life.

1.5 KEY WORDS
Folklore
Tales
Etiological myths
Rituals
Ceremonies
2.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: POSSIBLE ANSWERS
1) Define etiological tales.
2) What are belief tales?
3) What does the etiological myths explain?
1) The word etiology is an explanation of how things came to be or the way they are
or were at a given time and condition. It can be seen in the stories of creation, the
origin of man and the development and growth of plants and animals. This word
etiology is taken from Late Latin and Greek word aetiologia meaning “cause
description” or the explanations of occurrences in the world. It has also been used in
a number of other fields like medicine when the causes of certain diseases are
referred to. In the study of folklore, the term etiology is applied to the accounts of
incidences in narrative form. To these definitions belong belief tales, folktales,
myths and legends. Any narrative or story belongs to several kinds of definitions or
genres. It also depends highly on the intention of the narrator or the story’s function
is very important. Hence, a traditional account of how things happen and how a thing
originated is taken extremely seriously by both the narrator and the listener.
2) Folk narrative always has a context of telling and the questions of belief in it. The
folk genres in etiological tales can become confusing and overlapping but many of
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them have belief as being the main contextual element. They are often stories about
the supernatural (like ghost stories). Many of these etiological tales relieves anxiety,
like the stories of reincarnation and reassures a person about after life. This often
helps a person to cope up with death and loss. Sometimes the unknown and the
mysterious are also explained in belief tales.
3) Etiological myths, as defined by Dundes, can be said to be prose narratives, which
in the society in which they are told, are considered to be truthful accounts of what
has happened in the remote past. They are accepted as a part of the faith and are
often having some sacred roots. They are strongly related to religion and ritual.
Many of these myths account for the origin of the world, of mankind of death. They
might also explain in details the origins of many rituals and ceremonies.
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other natural resources. Thus, a customary law is the habitual course of conduct of a
society and contains dos and don’ts based on its norms, practices and usages,
mechanisms such as taboos, sanctions, social rituals, culture, public posture and
ethics of each individual. These norms thus restrain their pattern of behaviour and
regulate the social, cultural and religious aspects of the individual and the family.
Basic to the customary law is its acceptance by the community. The laws may begin
as customs with localized application but are accepted slowly by the rest of the
community through a gradual process over a long period if it feels that its
introduction is good for it or does it no harm. They are mandatory and enforceable
by the tribal chiefs while a custom is not enforceable. Because of the continuity it
gives to the tribal community, the customary law becomes basic to its identity.

3.2 CUSTOMARY LAW
In the discussion on the tribal customary law, as intrinsic to their culture to identify
the impact of the interface of the customary law with the formal on their culture of
community ownership, relatively high women’s status and equity. The contention of
this analysis is not that modernization should be abandoned but only that a new
system cannot be imposed on an old one without looking at the principles on which
the latter is built. Secondly, one cannot absolutise or romantise the elements of past
such as community ownership. For modernization to be just, one has to begin with
their triple value system of equity, resource sustainability and women’s status and
push them towards class and gender equality. In practice, instead of taking the tribes
towards such equity many modern inputs introduce class formation, strengthen
patriarchy and force their communities to make a transition from their constructive
to a destructive dependence on the natural resources. It shows that if measures are
not taken to counter these impacts, modern inputs can modernize the negative
aspects of their tradition. For example, a hierarchy existed in most tribes but every
family was provided access to the resources and social systems required for its
sustenance. That hierarchy seems to have taken the form of a ruling economic class.
That discrepancy can be avoided if one begins not with their customary law
understood as rules and regulations but with the value system guiding it. Its objective
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3.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this Unit you will be able to:


know about tribal customary law in different tribal groups of India



visualize the customary law in the of north-east part of India

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Regardless of its formal status, most tribes regulate their community and social
affairs according to the customary law and treat it as integral to their culture and
basic to their identity. This law reinforces the tribe’s age-old traditions and binds it
together through normative rules by regulating the social and personal relations of its
members. There is no universally accepted definition of a customary law. It can be
described as a set of rules through which a tribe practices its culture and expresses its
worldview. It is “an established system of immemorial rules which had evolved from
the way of life and natural wants of the people, the general context of which was a
matter of common knowledge, coupled with precedents applying to special cases,
which were retained in the memories of the chief and his counselors, their sons and
their sons‟ sons (sic), until forgotten, or until they became part of the immemorial
rule”. It governs a person’s marriage, divorce, inheritance, child custody, etc as well
as community relations such as tenurial rights over forests, lands, water bodies and
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is to take it towards the type of equity meant for today’s society. In other words, the
solution lies neither in imposing modernization nor in romanticising their past. One
has to find ways of building a future on their past values by adapting them to the
present.

3.3 CUSTOMARY LAW IN THE NORTH-EAST
However, the interface with the formal law has changed also the culture of many
Northeast tribes. By culture one means “that entire range of institutions, artefacts and
practices that make up our symbolic universe. In one or another of its meanings, the
term will thus embrace art and religion, science and sport, education and leisure. By
convention, however, it does not embrace the range of activities normally deemed
either „economic‟ or „political‟. Others disagree with this stand. Huizer, for
example says “During the last decade it has become increasingly difficult to deny
that anthropology has anything to do with politics.” He cites persons like Kathleen
Gough to conclude that, anthropology or the study of culture is a child of
imperialism. He quotes others like Beals to state that much research on culture has
been done for the armed forces and that it is intrinsic to the security apparatus (ibid:
4). Singer, analyses history to show how culture is part of a people’s worldview or
interpretation of the surroundings and that it conditions their understanding of other
peoples. Thus, one does not have a single view of culture. One can agree with Milner
and Browitt that it is the “entire range of institutions” without excluding politics or
economics from it. We add that it is intrinsic to identity. All the elements of the
customary law such as the rules and regulations governing marriage, property rights
and other social relations are elements of the culture of a community, expressed in
the form of laws. They protect its worldview and value system by giving them a
concrete form. Thus the customary law becomes intrinsic to its identity and culture.
The main features of a tribe’s culture are community ownership, equity and a
relatively high status (but not equality) of women. The interface with the formal law
affects all these elements. As Milner & Browitt say, in this interface a community
both interprets other forms according to its own worldview and changes its own
systems. Elements of the customary law change because the stronger “modern”
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culture imposes itself on their tradition. However, the encounter with the “modern”
formal law is not uniform throughout the Northeast. Most tribes of the region live
according to their customary law but only a few have been constitutionally
recognized. In 1963 the 13th Amendment to the Constitution recognized the
customary laws of Nagaland through Article 371A. The 53rd amendment of 1986
recognized those of Mizoram through Article 371G. This recognition includes laws
governing marriage, divorce, inheritance and other social and cultural practices and
rights like community ownership. No Act of the Union Parliament concerning the
religious or social practices, procedures, administration of justice involving their
customary law and ownership and transfer of land and resources applies to them
unless their legislative assemblies agree to it. The Aka of West Kameng district in
Arunachal Pradesh are close to their tradition and govern themselves according to
their customary law. The Sixth Schedule does not apply to them but it has not had
much impact on them because their contact with the outside world is recent. This
Jhum practicing tribe lacks the very concept of land ownership and only has the
tradition of community control and of usufruct right over the CPRs. In the Jhum
season every family cultivates as much land as it needs. After it the land reverts to
the community. However, slow change is visible among them. Today some claim
individual ownership but others with a salaried job call themselves landless since
they have lost their right over the CPRs by not practicing Jhum anymore. The
Dimasa of North Cachar Hills in Assam have been exposed to the dominant cultures
since their Hinduisation by the Bengali administrators who accompanied the British
colonial rulers but have retained their internal autonomy, continue to be governed by
their CPR based customary law, come under the Sixth Schedule and have a district
autonomous council. Many of their clans have dual descent with property inheritance
through the male line and the clan and family name coming through the female line.
However, their elite are moving towards individual pattas. One of their leaders owns
over 200 acres. On the other side, a voluntary agency has introduced oranges and
other commercial crops in some villages without changing the ownership pattern.
Some families that have accepted individual ownership have conferred inheritance
rights also on women. Thus the trend towards individual ownership goes hand in
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hand with change of their land use without changing the land ownership pattern
drastically.
The matrilineal but patriarchal Garo of Meghalaya are governed by their customary
law and the Sixth Schedule. Many of them in the East Garo Hills have begun to
show signs of class formation and of strengthening patriarchy. An important reason
of this change is the introduction of rubber plantations. It got them to interact with
the administration that gives loans and subsidies only to individual owners and
“heads of families” that most financial institutions interpret as male. The families we
studied in West Garo Hills continue their CPR culture and have not planted
commercial crops. Thus, they have not combined the modern with the traditional that
the Dimasa families can become if more accept recent changes. On the other side,
the Adibasi of Jharkhand origin whom the British brought to Assam in the 19th and
20th centuries as indentured labour to work in its tea gardens are not included in the
Schedule though they speak of a customary law that has very little value today. So
they represent the type of modernization that results in impoverishment and
exploitation. Landlessness is the highest among them and literacy very low. Though
they have lived in Assam since the 1850s, they continue to be considered nonindigenous. As late as the May 2004 general elections a candidate appealed to the
voters to recognize him as indigenous and reject his opponent from the plantation
laborer community as non-indigenous. The Boro, a plains tribe not under the Sixth
Schedule, have won a Boro Territorial Council (BTC) after a struggle but till
recently their community based customary law was not recognized. As a result they
have almost fully internalized the ideology of individual ownership in the sense that
those living on the CPRs call themselves encroachers while others like the Aka and
Dimasa consider themselves CPR dependents. The BTC has recognized their right
partially but has not granted them the Sixth Schedule status. Also the Rongmei, a
Scheduled Tribe of Bishnupur district in Manipur are not governed by the Sixth
Schedule. Several have lost their land to ethnic conflicts and some to the Loktak
project but have not even been compensated since much of what they sustained
themselves on was CPRs that the law does not recognize as their livelihood. These
two tribes represent the interaction of their CPR based customary law with the
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individual based administration that can deprive them of their livelihood with no
right to any alternative. The Angami, a major tribe living mainly in the Kohima
district of Nagaland numbered 97,433 in 1991. Terrace cultivation based agriculture
was their main economic activity till recent years many took up salaried jobs. They
were in the forefront of resistance to the British regime and after 1947 they led the
Naga Nationalist movement and played a major role in the ethnic movement under
the leadership of Z. A. Phizo. In the process they underwent rapid social change and
gained access to modern education and political systems. They have the Village
Development Board that also has women among its members. Thus, tradition and
modernity live side by side.
Other provisions are made through the Sixth Schedule that applies to the whole of
Meghalaya and the Karbi Anglong and N. C. Hills districts of Assam. Some other
tribes of Assam and Tripura have autonomous councils (DAC) without the Sixth
Schedule. Some elements that are specific to the Sixth Schedule or the customary
law have not been granted to the DACs outside the Sixth Schedule areas while the
DACs in the Sixth Schedule areas have transferred to themselves powers such as
control over land, forests and other natural resources. Under their customary law
they belong to the village council. Most other tribes of Assam, Manipur and
Arunachal Pradesh (AP) live according to their customary law without State
recognition. The Manipur tribes have some protective mechanisms while the AP
tribes only have the administrative rules framed in the colonial age that cannot be
called protective mechanisms. Individual family as long as it cultivated it.
Traditionally the Karbi villages did not have a fixed boundary or name since they
kept shifting. Communal ownership was the norm among them. The Boro followed
the Ahom custom of allotting 3 purahs (about an acre) of land to each family in
return for free labour for about a third of the year. Community ownership was basic
to intra and inter-generational equity as well as the relatively high status of women.
When a community controls the resource, every family is able to use it according to
its need since it cultivates land according to the number of mouths to feed.
Community ethos ensured inter-generational equity because they treated even
individually owned land as their community livelihood coming down from the
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ancestors that they could use to meet their needs but had to preserve for posterity
according to ecological imperatives. Studies show that tribal natural resource
management was by and large geared to this need. For example traditionally Jhumia
tribes cultivated only up to 20-degree slopes and planted root crops before the rains
to ensure soil protection. Then followed other crops harvested in different months in
order to ensure food supply for most of the year till fruits, edible leaves and roots
became available. Most tribes left the plot fallow for 18 years after cultivating it for
3 years in order to let forests regenerate. Only the Tripura and some other tribes in
the predominantly bamboo growing regions followed a five-year cycle suited to that
crop. Some tribes in Mainland India practised also bush-fallow Jhum. They left the
plot fallow for 5-6 years for bushes, not forests, to grow. One is not aware of this
system anywhere in the Northeast. Jhum is considered environmentally healthy for
the hilly terrain.
Before the Jhum season, the village council made up of men alone decided which
area was to be cultivated that year, which family was to get how much land
according to the number of mouths to feed, which family with excess labour would
help which one with very few adults and the day before which cultivation would not
begin. After it the man of the house chose the plot and performed the worship to
mark the beginning of cultivation. At this stage the woman took charge of
production and organized work. As a result, gender-based division of work was more
gender friendly among the Jhum cultivators than in settled cultivation-based
communities. In settled agriculture, the man does what is considered difficult work
such as ploughing and digging. Back breaking work like transplantation and
harvesting that involves long hours of standing in wet fields is left to women. In
Jhum, on the contrary, hoeing, digging and other difficult work is shared by and
women. Even keeping watch at night that is considered dangerous work is shared in
the sense that the whole family shifts to the Jhum field at that time. Differences did
exist so did inequalities. For example, the tribal woman’s status was higher than in
caste societies but she was not equal to men. That too had exceptions. For example,
despite their CPR based Jhum economy, traditionally Aka women’s status was low.
So, one can only say that if resources like land, forests and water bodies are
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community owned women have a say in their management. The relatively high
status it confers on them is based on their role as economic assets in the family, not
in their society. Most tribal traditions kept a clear separation between the family and
society. Women were in charge of the family production and economy while men
controlled social power. Even the matrilineal tribes like the Khasi, Garo and Jaintia
of Meghalaya are patriarchal. Descent and inheritance are through women, they are
uxorilocal but social power is with men. They control the village council and other
decision-making bodies and also take decisions concerning land alienation.

3.4 LET US SUM UP
Regardless of its formal status, most tribes regulate their community and social
affairs according to the customary law and treat it as integral to their culture and
basic to their identity. This law reinforces the tribe’s age-old traditions and binds it
together through normative rules by regulating the social and personal relations of its
members. There is no universally accepted definition of a customary law. It can be
described as a set of rules through which a tribe practises its culture and expresses its
worldview. It is “an established system of immemorial rules which had evolved from
the way of life and natural wants of the people, the general context of which was a
matter of common knowledge, coupled with precedents applying to special cases,
which were retained in the memories of the chief and his counsellors, their sons and
their sons’ sons (sic), until forgotten, or until they became part of the immemorial
rules. Thus, a customary law is the habitual course of conduct of a society and
contains dos and don’ts based on its norms, practices and usages, mechanisms such
as taboos, sanctions, social rituals, culture, public posture and ethics of each
individual. These norms thus restrain their pattern of behaviour and regulate the
social, cultural and religious aspects of the individual and the family. (Visto, 2003).
Basic to the customary law is its acceptance by the community. The laws may begin
as customs with localized application but are accepted slowly by the rest of the
community through a gradual process over a long period if it feels that its
introduction is good for it or does it no harm. They are mandatory and enforceable
by the tribal chiefs while a custom is not enforceable (Narwani, 2004). Because of
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the continuity it gives to the tribal community, the customary law becomes basic to
its identity (Cobo, 1986). Tribal customary law, as intrinsic to their culture to
identify the impact of the interface of the customary law with the formal on their
culture of community ownership, relatively high women’s status and equity. The
contention of this analysis is not that modernization should be abandoned but only
that a new system cannot be imposed on an old one without looking at the principles
on which the latter is built.

3.5 KEY WORDS
Custom
Law
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3.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Explain customary law?
2. Write down about the customary law practices in the north-east part of India?
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